CREATION OF A STANDING ARMY
The soldiers were not recruited individually, but the king made
a contract with a leader who brought his men with him, drew the
pay in a lump sum, and himself undertook the payment and main-
tenence of his band, for which reason a body of soldiers came to be
called a 'company'. The leader was as a rule a genuine knight and
preferred to recruit his company among esquires of noble birth
desirous of adopting war as a profession, though he also engaged
adventurers of humbler birth.
The infantry occupied only a small place in the army of the
king of France. The attempt made under Louis XI to raise a force
of infantry armed with the bow (fat francs-archers, or free archers)
soon came to nothing; up to the sixteenth century there was no
French infantry except the Gascon footmen. The very name
'infantry' is not French, but comes from the Spanish, while the
French word sergent has come to be confined to police officers.
The king employed bodies of foreign mercenaries; in the fourteenth
century these were Genoese crossbowmen, and in the fifteenth
century Swiss regiments armed with the long pike.
The soldiers were paid only very irregularly; like the feudal
knights, they still regarded war as a business, the attraction of
which consisted in loot obtained by pillaging the country-side,
and in taking prisoners in order to hold them to ransom. At that
time there was no such thing as a commissariat department for
feeding and equipping the troops; the soldiers contrived to 'live
on the country' at the expense of the population, carrying off the
peasants' crops, beasts3 and movable property and torturing them
to make them reveal where they had hidden their money. They
would seize merchants so as to take their goods and hold their
person to ransom; or they would bargain with towns and exact
a payment in return for leaving them unmolested. These practices
continued during the whole of the Hundred Years' War and were
those alike of the 'grandes compagnies' in the days of Charles V in
the fourteenth century and of the 'Ecorcheurs3 in the days of Charles
VII in the fifteenth century. They have even left their trace on
the language, the word 'brigand', applied to the soldier wearing
the brigandine (a short coat of mail), having come to mean a robber.
These professional fighting-men entered the service of any
leader who paid them, and had no scruple in passing from one
army into another. When the war came to an end, they found

